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  In order to obtain maximum accuracy in any rifle, the bolt locking lugs 
must sear evenly and completely in the receiver. In addition, by having all 
lugs bear evenly, the stresses placed on the bolt during firing are distributed 
uniformly no one lug is subjected to undue pressure. And lastly, if the lugs are 
lapped with a fine abrasive, the bolt will go into the battery with a smooth, 
even pressure, making for faster, easier loading.
  The Brownells Bolt  Lapping Fixture is the first commercially offered tool 
that helps maintain constant, even pressure on a bolt while its locking lugs 
are being lapped to match their receiver recesses. Designed by knowledge-
able professional gunsmiths, it will enable the user to precisely fit bolts 
when rebarreling, when installing a new or used bolt, or when refitting an 
existing bolt.

HOW TO USE BOLT ACTIONS
  Brownells Bolt Lapping Tools have interchangeable Threaded Sleeves 
that make it possible to work on a variety of different actions. To change 
the Threaded Sleeve:

1) Remove the “T” Handle from the end of the Tool Shaft.
2)  Loosen the Socket Head Set Screw; slide the Threaded Sleeve to the 

end of the Tool Shaft and remove.
3)  Slide the appropriate Threaded Sleeve onto the Tool Shaft until it 

stops.
4)  Locate the Socket Head Screw over the machined flat on the Tool 

Shaft and tighten.
5) Replace the “T” handle on the end of the Tool Shaft.

  Begin by completely stripping the receiver; remove the barrel, the ejector 
and trigger mechanism. If the receiver has any sights or scope bases at-
tached, we would urge you to remove them as well.
  The bolt should also be completely disassembled. The only component 
of the bolt that we do not recommend you remove is the extractor collar, if 
present.
  After the bolt and receiver are disassembled, bolt should be thoroughly 
cleaned of all oil, dirt, grime, crud, etc. Next, a light coating of Dykem or lay-
out blue should be applied to the rear surface of the locking lugs on the bolt 
as well as the corresponding surfaces of the receiver locking lug recesses or 
seats. The Bolt Lapping Fixture should be turned into the threaded portion 
of the front of the receiver. It is normally necessary to apply only moderate 
pressure to the “T” handle of the Lapping Fixture to fully seat it against the 
inner collar of the receiver.
  Now, install the bolt and move it into the locked position. Lift the bolt 
handle approximately 45° and then return it to the locked, or “down”, posi-
tion. Do this several times. Remove both the bolt and the Bolt Lapping 
Fixture. The rear of the locking lugs on the bolt and the locking lug recesses 
or seats in the receiver can then be examined carefully to determine the 
extent of contact that is being achieved. Anything less than 95% contact is 
unsatisfactory and should be corrected as follows:
  Place a small amount of silicon carbide abrasive (600 or 800 grit) on the 
bearing surface of the bolt lug recesses in the receiver. DO NOT allow any 
abrasive to migrate between the plunger and the face of the bolt. The lap-
ping compound should be applied BEFORE the Lapping Fixture is installed 
through the front of the forward receiver ring. Apply just enough abrasive 
compound to cover the lug seating area; a small amount will go a long way!
  With the Lapping Fixture installed in the forward ring of the receiver and 
the appropriate lapping compound applied to the lug seating areas, insert 

WARNING
  Never attempt to disassemble or reassemble a firearm unless you are 
absolutely certain that it is empty and unloaded. Visually inspect the 
chamber, the magazine and firing mechanism to be absolutely certain 
that no ammunition remains in the firearm. Disassembly and reas-
sembly should follow the manufacturer’s instructions. If such instruc-
tions are not immediately available, contact the manufacturer to see 
if they are available. If they are not available at all, then you should 
consult other reference sources such as reference books or persons with 
sufficient knowledge. If such alternative sources are not available and 
you have a need to disassemble or reassemble the firearm, you should 
proceed basing your procedures on common sense and experience with 
similarly constructed firearms.
  With regard to the use of these tools, the advice of Brownells Incor-
porated is general. If there is any question as to a specific application 
it would be best to seek out specific advice from other sources and not 
solely rely on the general advice and warnings given.
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the bolt into the receiver. Holding the receiver in your left hand or securely 
clamped in a padded vise, as you push the bolt forward with your right hand 
you will feel the spring tension as the plunger in the Lapping Fixture con-
tacts the face of the bolt. Push the bolt straight forward, as far as possible, 
then push the bolt handle down into the locked position. By doing this you 
will make sure the lapping compound is between the rear of the bolt lugs 
and the lug seating surface of the receiver.
  Lift the bolt handle approximately 45° and then return it to the locked, or 
“down”, position. This should be repeated about 50 times. At that point, the 
bolt and Lapping Fixture should be removed from the receiver.
  Clean away all traces of lapping compound from the bolt and receiver with 
Brownells TCE Cleaner Degreaser (#083-060-032) and CAREFULLY check 
for metal removal. Apply layout blue to the lugs and lug recesses, reinstall 
the bolt and the Lapping Fixture, and seat the bolt a few times. Remove 
the Lapping Fixture and bolt, and again, carefully check to see if you have 
at least 95% on EITHER lug, reapply the lapping compound, reinstall the 
Lapping Fixture and repeat the lapping procedure.
  Reassemble the firearm according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 
Check for proper functioning using ACTION PROVING DUMMIES. Make 
sure ALL SAFETY MECHANISMS are fully functional as designed and ap-
proved by the manufacturer. If these tests prove satisfactory, test-fire the 
firearm with live ammunition in a SAFE and APPROPRIATE manner.

HOW TO USE M1-A, M14, M1 GARAND
  Note that the Plunger used in the Tool Shaft for the M1-A, M14 and M1 
Garand has a larger head diameter than normally utilized. A larger di-
ameter is necessary to support the head of the bolt and keep it properly 
positioned during lapping. This larger diameter Plunger may be utilized on 
some other bolts but check carefully to make sure it will fit properly before 
using. Again, the Plunger to be used with the M1-A, M14, M1 Garand has a 
larger diameter head than the standard Plunger.
  If you have a Tool Shaft with a standard diameter plunger, the large di-
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ameter Plunger can be installed by clamping the Tool Shaft in a padded vise 
with the head and retaining socket set screw accessible. With the thumb 
of one hand, depress the Plunger while at the same time turning the set 
screw in a counter clockwise direction. This will free the Plunger which can 
be removed from the tool shaft. NOTE: The Plunger is under spring pres-
sure. WARNING: Do not allow the Plunger to be violently ejected from the 
tool shaft. Wear suitable eye protection when changing Plungers. The large 
diameter can then be installed in the Tool Shaft. While holding the head 
of the Plunger down with your thumb, turn the socket set screw in until it 
projects far enough inside the Tool Shaft to hold the Plunger in place. Make 
sure the Plunger can move freely and is not bound by the socket set screw. 
The Tool can be assembled with the M1-A/M14 Threaded Sleeve as described 
for bolt actions.
  Begin by completely stripping the receiver of all parts, including the bar-
rel. The bolt must also be completely disassembled before proceeding. 
  After the bolt and receiver are completely disassembled, they should be 
thoroughly cleaned of oil, dirt, grime, powder residue, etc., and inspected for 
any flaws, excessive wear or heavy rust pitting in the locking lug recesses, 
bolt face, barrel threads, or the firing pin block within the receiver. If any of 
these conditions exist, the bolt, receiver, or both must be replaced.
  Coat the rear faces of the bolt locking lugs and the corresponding surfaces 
of the receiver locking lug recesses with a light coat of Dykem or another 
brand of layout fluid. Allow the layout fluid to dry fully. Install the bolt in 
the action and place the lapping handle upward. Gently lock the bolt locking 
lugs into the receiver locking lug recesses without allowing the Dykem to be 
rubbed off either surface. The Bolt Lapping Fixture should now be turned 
into the threaded portion of the receiver. It is normally necessary to apply 
only moderate pressure to the “T” handle of the Bolt Lapping Fixture to seat 
it against the receiver’s front shoulder.
  Use the lapping handle to lift the bolt approximately 30° and return it to 
the “down”, or locked position. Do this several times. Remove the Bolt Lap-
ping Fixture from the receiver, then remove the bolt from the receiver. Keep 
forward pressure on the bolt while removing it from the receiver. You do not 
want to remove any of the Dykem from the bolt or locking lug surfaces that 
was not removed during the lifting cycle when back pressure was being 
consistently applied to these parts. Carefully examine the rear of the lock-
ing lugs on the bolt and locking lug recesses in the receiver to determine the 
extent of contact that is being achieved. Anything less than 95% contact is 
unsatisfactory and can be corrected as follows:
  Place a small amount of silicon carbide abrasive (600 or 800 grit) on the 
bearing surfaces of the bolt lug recesses in the receiver. Install the bolt in 
the receiver and lock it in the “closed” position. NOTE: When locking the bolt 
“closed” with abrasive in the locking recess, push the bolt as far forward as 
possible before turning it down to engage the lugs to their recesses. Screw 
the Bolt Lapping Fixture into the receiver so positive spring pressure is 
placed against the bolt face. NOTE: DO NOT allow any abrasive to get be-

tween the bolt face and the plunger. Apply just enough abrasive compound 
to cover the lug seating area; a small amount will go a long way! Insert the 
Lapping Handle into the extractor hole in the bolt. Lift Lapping Handle and 
the bolt about 30° and then return it to the locked, or “down” position. This 
should be repeated about 50 times. At that point, the bolt and Bolt Lapping 
Fixture should be removed from the receiver
  Clean away all traces of lapping compound from the bolt and receiver with 
T.C.E. and CLOSELY check for metal removal. Apply Dykem layout fluid to 
the bolt lugs and the receiver locking recesses. Reinstall the bolt and the 
Bolt Lapping Fixture in the receiver. Insert the Lapping Handle into the bolt 
and lift the bolt handle about 30° and return it to the locked position several 
times. Remove the Bolt Lapping Fixture and bolt from the receiver and 
closely check to see if you have at least 95% contact on BOTH lugs. If contact 
is less than 95% on EITHER lug, reapply the lapping compound, reinstall the 
bolt and Bolt Lapping Fixture and repeat the lapping process.
  Reassemble the firearm according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 
Check for proper functioning using ACTION PROVING DUMMIES. Make 
sure ALL SAFETY MECHANISMS are fully functional as designed and 
approved by the manufacturer. If these tests prove satisfactory, test-fire 
the firearm with live ammunition in a SAFE and APPROPRIATE manner. 
IMPORTANT! Start the live ammunition tests by first loading an ACTION 
PROVING DUMMY, then a live round, into the magazine. Only after sev-
eral tests have been conducted in this manner should additional rounds be 
placed in the magazine and fired.

IMPORTANT GENERAL INFORMATION
  When operating your bolt, DO NOT allow the lugs to move completely out 
of the lug recesses during lapping. If this occurs, you may well lap or remove 
metal from the sloped “lead-in” surface of the lug seat. You may also remove 
metal from the portions of the bolt other than the rear of the lugs!
  When the lapping procedure is completed, be extremely CAREFUL and 
THOROUGH to make sure ALL traces of the abrasive compound used in 
lapping are removed from the bolt and receiver. If this is not done, damage 
to the rifle will occur.
  You should also be aware that by lapping in the locking lugs, HEADSPACE 
MAY BE ALTERED! In fitting new, unchambered barrels, make all relevant 
measurements pertaining to chambering AFTER lapping in the bolt. We 
repeat: MAKE ALL MEASUREMENTS AFTER LAPPING IN THE BOLT!
  If you are REINSTALLING a barrel or fitting a new or used bolt, check 
headspace BEFORE lapping in the bolt. In some instances, lapping in the 
bolt may create excessive headspace and result in the need to set the barrel 
back and modify the chamber.


